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ABSTRACT
The role of conversational assistants continues to evolve, beyond simple voice commands to ones that support rich and complex tasks in the home, car, and even virtual reality. Going beyond simple voice command and control requires agents and datasets blending structured dialogue, information seeking, grounded reasoning, and contextual question-answering in a multimodal environment with rich image and video content. In this demo, we introduce Task-oriented Multimodal Agent Dialogue (TaskMAD), a new platform that supports the creation of interactive multimodal and task-centric datasets in a Wizard-of-Oz experimental setup. TaskMAD includes support for text and voice, federated retrieval from text and knowledge bases, and structured logging of interactions for offline labeling. Its architecture supports a spectrum of tasks that span open-domain exploratory search to traditional frame-based dialogue tasks. It’s open-source and offers rich capability as a platform used to collect data for the Amazon Alexa Prize Taskbot challenge, TREC Conversational Assistance track, undergraduate student research, and others. TaskMAD is distributed under the MIT license. 1

1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of virtual personal assistants such as Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri, and Cortana highlights the importance and utility of voice-based task assistants to help accomplish real-world tasks. However, many of these are currently limited to simple intents with basic commands. This is evolving, for example, the recent Amazon Alexa Taskbot Challenge supports users performing complex real-world tasks, such as cooking and DIY with voice, but also with a screen to allow interaction with rich image and video content. These tasks involve multiple steps that encompass unstructured and structured conversational elements including task ranking and selection, task-centric question answering, and require grounded reasoning about structured real-world state (e.g., timers running, what’s in the oven). This requires a conversational system and platform that is able to bridge the ‘structure chasm’ between structured (often frame-based) task systems and open-domain conversational search as well as support diverse types of rich interaction modalities.

Developing these new systems requires new datasets specifically designed for task-specific information-seeking [3]. However, due to the complex nature of these tasks and interactions, it is common to employ a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) experiment where system actions are performed by a human-wizard operator. A challenging task is creating a WoZ platform capable of supporting the diverse Conversational Information Seeking (CIS) tasks as well as a wizard-friendly interface that supports efficient interaction and action constraints. In this demo, we focus on developing such an open platform for interactive data collection with a WoZ experimental setup. Its goal is to support diverse CIS tasks [11], from open-domain conversational search over text to rich multimodal real-world tasks like cooking. The aim is to support researchers in creating a new generation of reusable multi-domain datasets that include all elements of a realistic and usable system that supports complex multimodal tasks.

The goal of TaskMAD is not to be an end-to-end framework for building or evaluating conversational systems. For structured dialogues, this exists with ConvLab-2 [12] that is used in the dialog systems community in the DSTC Challenge. For chatbots, the ParlAI framework includes diverse functionalities that support multiple chat models as well as limited asynchronous conversational QA crowdsourcing. However, it focuses on chat and does not support structured tasks, conversational search, and has limited multimodal QA support [8]. Macaw [10] focuses on open-domain CIS with limited support for WoZ and very minimal wizard interfaces as well as lacking support for structured dialogue tasks. In contrast,
TaskMAD is not an overall platform for systems, but a platform for collecting rich task-centric datasets with multimodal elements.

In this work, we present our Task-oriented Multimodal Agent Dialogue (TaskMAD), an interactive platform for multi-modal and contextualized knowledge-grounded information-seeking. It builds upon and reuses components and infrastructure from the earlier Agent Dialogue (AD) system [1]. Similar to Agent Dialogue, TaskMAD relies on production-ready tools such as Docker, Kubernetes, gRPC, Google Protocol Buffers, Flask, and search integration to allow scalable WoZ experiments able to interoperate with diverse search and dialogue systems. As detailed below, TaskMAD introduces multiple novel contributions to WoZ data collection that support a wide breadth of CIS tasks beyond previous capability. In the next section, the main contributions of this demo are outlined and described in detail.

2 CONTRIBUTIONS & RESEARCH SCOPE
TaskMAD builds upon the Agent Dialogue core infrastructure but introduces many new changes that span all aspects of the system and tasks supported. A key change is that instead of conversations with a single static document loaded from an excel sheet, TaskMAD integrates with federated search systems and generates the wizard interface dynamically from one or more document results. It adds support for logging wizard search queries and result interactions. Besides text chat, it also supports voice-based interaction for more natural and realistic conversations. There are new wizard and user interfaces redesigned to support rich image and video elements.

A key change is that TaskMAD supports wizard control over structured frame-based task intents using action-messages to update state and for operations such as task navigation. The new interface is designed to support these to track evolving task states that can be shown to the user and/or wizard. Also, TaskMAD allows the wizard to compose custom messages independently from the document under consideration introducing the potential for response summarization and generation. TaskMAD is a highly customizable framework, to make task-oriented data collection experiments accessible and scalable.

We summarize these contributions below:

- TaskMAD introduces a new Search API module to allow effective data management and retrieval on custom datasets. This provides fully controlled and parametrized access to domain-specific data.
- We create a new wizard interface by integrating new and easily extendable search capabilities on external data sources. Furthermore, we provide the functionality to allow the wizard to write custom messages and efficiently generate complex context-based responses by selecting text from different sources. This allows the wizard to search and generate knowledge-grounded responses based on the user information need.
- We add a new task and domain-centric user chat interface that provides pre-selected contextual and task-specific information.
- TaskMAD introduces customizable action messages that trigger functionalities synchronously on the wizard and chat interfaces. Action messages model changes in intents and resulting system actions. These can be easily modified to provide support for diverse task agents and device behaviors.
- It provides support for multi-modal interactions. More precisely, the current system supports sending and receiving images and videos, with the ability to support audio planned for a future release.
- It adds new structured logging support to monitor the wizard and user interactions by tracking clicks, search queries, search results, and their relative timestamps. This metadata is critical for replicating WoZ experiments offline and for training knowledge-grounded conversational models.

TaskMAD is used for multiple research data collection efforts. This includes ongoing use in the Amazon Alexa Taskbot Challenge, mixed-initiative for the TREC Conversational Assistance Track [2], and ongoing collaboration with researchers at Regensburg and beyond. We envision TaskMAD as a flexible platform that can be used by the research community in order to speed up the data collection process for a wide variety of tasks such as conversational QA, structured dialogues, natural response summarization, generation tasks, and the development of mixed-initiative policies.

3 IMPLEMENTATION & SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

As it is possible to see from Figure 1, TaskMAD is composed of several modules: one or possibly two user interfaces, the user chat and the wizard interface, a custom-built Search API to provide access to external data, one or multiple backend Agents, which provide dialogue management and search functionalities, and a Core Server which handles the communication between components. As previously mentioned, the system uses scalable production-ready technologies such as React, gRPC, Flask, Docker, and Kubernetes, for efficient cloud deployment and to support large-scale experiments.

Search API. One of the core functionalities is the capability of retrieving content from external sources. This is achieved through a Search API module that allows retrieval from custom-built indexes. The module provides easily customizable endpoints for the retrieval of single documents or multiple pages by using any of the standard information retrieval platforms such as Anserini [9] and Terrier.
Figure 2: The multimodal task interface for the wizard with task state, search, and action controls.

Wizard Interface. The wizard interface consists of a modular web app built upon the original infrastructure inspired by earlier WoZ systems developed at the University of Southern California. The structured button system provides control and structure for selecting document-grounded responses [4] that provide passage-level response annotation. The interface, as shown in Figure 2, consists of a set of screens that can be considered self-contained but related documents. This allows the wizard to navigate effectively over a set of predefined correlated articles. Screens are organized into rows containing multiple buttons. Each button has a short label, to help and guide the wizard in navigating the interface, and a tool-tip, illustrating the full button’s content when hovering it with the cursor. Furthermore, on the left side of the screen, the chat transcript between the user (grey utterances) and wizard (purple utterances) is displayed.

In the TaskMAD system, we were interested to give the wizard ability to retrieve new information from external corpora and rewrite the retrieved information when presenting it to the user. Due to this fact, the wizard interface includes an input box in the bottom-left corner (see Figure 2). When a wizard selects a button, we append the text of the button to the input box where the wizard can edit it. We keep track of the buttons the wizard uses to compose the response to record the provenance of the response and the edit actions applied to be able to use as data for learning summarization and contextualization.

The new wizard UI adds rich search capabilities. In addition to searching the existing buttons on the screen, performing a query in the top-left input box retrieves relevant results/paragraphs from the Search API module. Selecting a button retrieved from the Search API opens an overlay modal box shown in Figure 3. The modal provides contextual information to the wizard by presenting the retrieved paragraph (highlighted in yellow) and the content of its source page organized into sections. Selecting modal check-boxes appends their content to the input box. The interface also supports buttons that display images (see Figure 2). When a wizard clicks on an image button, the system sends the image to the chat. Lastly, we define system support for customizable action messages. More precisely, messages of different types can be sent in order to trigger system action behavior. For instance, the buttons Next and Previous in Figure 2 allow the wizard to update the left panel in the chat interface, shown in Figure 4, in order to guide users through steps in a structured task.

Figure 3: Dynamic search result interface showing content from documents or knowledge base from external APIs.
User Chat Interface. Motivated by the previous limitations of the Agent Dialogue chat interface, we created a new one enriched with significantly new and updated features that include multi-modal rendering, text-to-speech support, and contextual/task-centric information. As shown in Figure 4, we extend the chat by implementing a separate panel with the conversational task context. The interface supports multi-step transitions making it suitable for process-based tasks (such as cooking or DIY). Navigation between steps can be configured to be controlled by the user or by the wizard (through action messages).

Agent Dialogue Core & Agent Interface. TaskMAD reuses the scalable Agent Dialogue Core that acts as a gateway among multiple components [1]. Messages, which are bidirectionally sent from the front-end and the agents, are orchestrated by a central backend gRPC Java-based server. Most of this core functionality is reused from the original AD system with new integrations for search API and Alexa system support.

Logging. Structured logging of behavior plays a crucial role in any interactive system. However, logging is usually neglected leading to noisy and inconsistent data. For this reason, we developed a logging infrastructure specific to conversational WoZ experiments, inspired by previous work from web UI logging [5]. The logging module keeps track of messages sent and their associated timestamp as well as button clicks, wizard searched queries, action intervals, and their correlation to the produced messages. For conversational search tasks, this includes logging wizard interactions with queries, search results, and rewritten responses. This supports generating labeled data for response ranking, intent detection, conversational summarisation, NLG, and mixed-initiative.

4 PILOT STUDIES
TaskMAD was developed based on feedback and iteration from previous experience conducting studies with the earlier AD system. A study with 30 participants found that the quality of the conversations in AD suffered from a lack of task context and the wizard interface had limitations resulting in slow responses. Further, AD lacked key features and capabilities. These include dynamic search on external collections with support for editing that allows the wizard to rapidly generate task-specific and knowledge-grounded responses from multiple sources. Task-centric conversations required multimodal capabilities. Lastly, it needed support for text-to-speech to provide an engaging and more natural experience. The resulting TaskMAD system is currently being piloted in the Alexa Taskbot challenge as well as in collaboration with the University of Regensburg for undergraduate research.

5 CONCLUSION
In this demo, we describe TaskMAD, a new platform for multi-modal and task-specific data collection and open-domain search. TaskMAD aims to provide support for conducting large-scale Wizard-of-Oz experiments for knowledge-grounded information seeking. Moreover, TaskMAD addresses the need for context and task-specific datasets by providing a platform for experimentation and data collection with support for multi-modal task interactions, access to external text using search integration, scalable and modular user interfaces, and extensive structured logging functionality. TaskMAD represents a step towards the development of future interactive agent systems by supporting interactions that are not possible with existing systems on their own. It supports creating data for the next generation of rich multi-modal agents that are grounded in knowledge and real-world environments.
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